
SMMT provides preferential rates and discounts on a wide range of our services and 

events. By joining SMMT your business could save a significant amount which may 

be more than your membership subscription fee. 

 

  

SMMT Membership Value 

What savings could your business make? 

*This is based on a member using the following services—exhibiting at two Open Forums and Meet the Buyer, European Car and Light 

Commercial Vehicle Report, Entrance to two Open Forums, Annual Dinner table of 10, International Summit entrance, SMMTConnected 

entrance, Production international Exchange data  report.  

** This is based on a member using the following services—exhibiting at two Open Forums and Meet the Buyer, European Car and Light 

Commercial Vehicle Report, Entrance to two Open Forums. 

Full package 

savings = 

£9,850* 

Contact our membership team for more information  about the 

member benefits your organisation could receive by joining. 

Email: membership@smmt.co.uk  

Average SME 

savings = 

£6,000** 



SMMT Member  

Testimonials 

“ACT joined SMMT to take advantage of the wide range of 
networking events that SMMT offer. They have already 
exhibited at various events and received a positive response 
from visitors. They hope to exhibit at more events in the future 

where it can meet prospective and existing customers”, - Neil Southam, Business 
Development Manager, ACT. 

 

“Van Guard joined SMMT after attending an extremely 
informative workshop on Type Approval. Van Guard was keen to 
be part of one of the largest and most influential trade 
associations in the UK”. 

 

"SMMT has been incredibly useful to us in providing a 

host of information such as market research including 

detailed UK sales data, practical advice in navigating 

today’s complex automotive legislation and intelligence 

on forthcoming European and global standards that will affect us in the future. We sit 

on the Low Volume Manufacturers Group committee in a friendly and constructive 

environment”, John Chasey, Operations Director, TVR Manufacturing Ltd.   

 

“MAHLE Powertrain has been an active member of 
SMMT for several years and is a regular participant at the 
Design Engineering and Electric Vehicle groups. It 
benefits from the full range of support services provided 
by the Society and from the opportunity to have a real 
influence on UK government policy”.  

SMMT represents over 600 members from all sections of 

the automotive industry and provides a wealth of business 

development opportunities, market intelligence, political 

and technical expertise for all of our members.  


